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Force measurements have been made in the High Supersonic Speed Wind 
Tunnel on a series of wing-bed 

B 
configurations at a Mach number of 4 

and Reynolds number 0f 32 x 10 . The c&bin&ions tested consisted of' 
circular section bcdies of fineness ratio 13 and deltawings cf aspect ratios 
0.83, 1.03 and 1.24. The wing spsn cf all combinations was 5 body diameters. 

Lift end pitching moment vsriaticns with incidence were found to be 
reascnably linear up to Zoo, which was the limit of the present tests. 
The highest lift/drag ratio was obtained with the lcwest aspect ratio 
wing, giving a fqpre of 5.7 for a 3 calibre cgival ncse on the body and 
6.2 for a 5 calibre nose. It was found that the force and moment charac- 
teristics could in general be predicted adequately from existing theories, 
the rmin exception being the rolling mcment due to sidesllp. 

Replaces R.A.E. Tech. Note Aerc 2816 - A.&C. 24043. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

A programme of wind tunnel research is being undertaken on a cormxn 
series cf models an the 8 ft x 8 ft and High Supersonic Speed Tunnels at 
BedfOld. Tests at Mach nwnbers up to 2.8 are provided by the 8 ft tunnel 
and at Mach 4 by the H.S.S.T. with its present fixed nozzle. 

The programme of tests is aimed at the investigation of slender wing- 
body configurations. 

For the first series of models to be built, the body length and 
diameter and the -g span have been kept constant, and the wing sweep-back 
and the fineness ratio of the body nose varied. Measurements of the overall 
forces and moments on these models were made at a Mach number of 4 m the 
4 ft x 3 ft High Superscnic Speed Wind Tunnel, incidences up to 20° and 
sideslip angles up to IO0 being covered. The results of these teats are 
presented in this Note and a comparison made with theoretical predicticns 
wherever possible. 

2 DESCRIF’IION OF MODELS TBSTED 

Flg.2 shows the various mcdel conf’lgwatlons tested and Table 1 lists 
the relevant dimensions. 

The basic configuration of wing W, cn bcdy B,a, which forms a con- 
venient starting point to the series, 1s approxinmtely a 4 scale model of 
a possible design of long-range missile. It consists aF a body of circular 
cross section with an ogival* nose of length Jd, the overall body length 
being 13d. The value of d, the body diameter, is 3.70 in. model scale. 
The wing span IS 5d and the leading edge sweepback angle, $, such that 

2 -1. cot$ is 0.8 at M = 4. The wing thickness is constant with the 
leading and trailing edges chamfered at an included angle of 15'. 

Wings W2 and W3 were also tested on body Bla, these wings having the 

n 

sane span as W , but smaller rcot chcrds such that d-1. cot+ has the values 
1.0 for 172 and 1.2 for W 

3 
. 

A 5d ogival* nose (body B 
bcdy length remaining the same a 

) was tested with wing W,, the overall 
‘$ 13d. 

Finally, the bcdy alone was tested with each of the ogival noses. 

It should be noted that the dxlxsnslons given in Fig.2 are nosnnal 
values assuming zero leading and trailing edge thickness. To obviate 

* Althcugh referred to as ogival throughout this note, the nose shapes 
are in fact cubic and of the equations given m Table 1. The difference 
between the cubic and tangent ogive shapes is sma;ll. 
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damage to the model, a small radius was put on the edges: this results in 
the measured dimensions given in Table 1 being slightly less than the 
nominal values. 

Fig. 3 shows configuration B ,b '7, mounted from the quadrant of the 

tunnel. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS - 

3.1 Soopg of tests 

The tests were made at M = 3.97 in the High Supersonio Speed Wind 
Tunnel at R.A.E. Bedford. 
of between 20' and 25', 

Results were obtained up to a maximum inoidence 
depending on the configuration, the m&mum 

incidence that oould be used bel,lg dictated by -mum balance load oonaider- 
ations or by the limit of travel of the quadrant (25O). Sideslip angles 
of 0, +5' and tlO" were covered. The tests were made at total pressures of 
45 and 180 in. Hg 

"s 
bsolute, corresponding to Reynolds numbers baaed on body 

length of 8.0 x 10 and 32.0 x 106 respectively. In addition zero-lift drag 
measurements were made over a range of total pressures corresponding to 
Reynolds numbers from 2 x 106 to 32 x 106. 

The total temperature was constant at 40°C and the frost point varied 
in the range -33OC to -45'C. 

To fix tranaitz.on, roughness was applied to the wings over a region 
extending from l/16 in. to 5/16 in. from the leading edges and on the body 
from '/4 in. to j/2 in. from the nose. 
grade oarborundum particles (approx. 

The roughness was produced by 60 
0.010 in. size) fixed to the surface 

with a thin layer of Araldite. ha the variation of zero lift drag with 
Reynolds number was found to be consistent vnth wholly turbulent flow (Fig.S), 
it can be assumed that this roughness was sufficient to provoke transitions 
near the nose of the body and leading edge of the wings. 

The overall forces on the model were measured with a 6 component 
strain gauge balance of 2-l in. dia of the type desoribed in Ref. 2. Base 
pressure was measured by measuring the pressure in the interior of the model. 
A brief pressure survey was made across the base of the model to ensure that 
this pressure gave a true mean value. 

3.2 Corrections to and accuracy of results 

The results have been corrected for sting deflection and balance 
interactions, and the axial foroe readings corrected to a base pressure 
equal to the free stream static pressure. The free stream statio pressure 
was oaloulated from the Mach number and the measured total pressure, the 
Mach number being obtained by calibration of the working area of the tunnel 
using pitot tubes. 

The reference area for foroe coeffioienta is the body cross sectional 
area, and the reference length for moments the diameter of the body, The 
referenoe oentre for momenta is at 7.604d fral the body nose. Unless other 
wise stated forces and moments ara referred to the body axes system shown 
in Fig. j. 

The aoouraoy of the results obtained at a total pressure of 180 in. 
IIg (R = 32 x 106) is estimated to be within the following limits: 
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’ . 

20.1 wing & body 
to.5 body alone 

The aoouraoy decreases when total pressure is reduced, a.nd for 
axial force the following values have been estimated: 

R/ft. 2 xlob 5 x IO6 10 x 10' 32 x lob 

Possible errorB 
in Cx 20.05 , kO.03 

I -t----i 
to.02 to.02 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results obtaxned are shown m Figs. 4-g6. As it was found that 
there WAS no algnifioant Reynolds number effeot on coefficients other than 

k’FigsY 4 to 8 and IO to 16 
onl the values for a Reynolds number of 32 x 106 have been presented 

. . 

Owing to the fact that an ixidence setting error of 0.3' was not 
allowed for in the computation, the results do not quite pass through 
the origin. 

4.j gav alone 

The variation of -Cz and Cm with inoidenoe for the body alone with 

the Jd and the 5d ogival noses is shown in rigs. 4 and 5, and the oentre 
of pressure position shown in Fig. 8. The varlatlons with incidence 
appear to be linear only over the first 4 or 5’. Above this angle, 
body vortices appear (as seen in the sohlieren photos of Fig. 17): the 
normal force then Increases more rapidly and the centre of pressure 
moves aft. At high incidence the centre of pressure approaches the 
centroid of the body plan area. 

The table below compares the expe$mental values of % - -g , the 
slope of normal force coefficient, and “/cl, the oentre of peasure 

osition in body diameters from the nose, 
Pa c 4’), 

obtained at low inoidenoe 
with predictions from second order shook expansion theory 3 . 

This method has been found to give good agreement with experiment for 
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those combinations of body shape and Mach number which lie between the 
range of applicability of Van Dyke's second order potential theory and 
the generalised shock expansion theory. Also given are values from the 
empirioal method of Ref. 4. 

dCZ -A 
da 

$a 

I- 

1 
Exp. 

3.6 

3.2 

3d nose 
Theory 
Ref. 3 

3.4 

3.0 

-7 I c 
I 

3.4 

3.1 

7 

3.2 : 3.2 1 3.2 

1 I 
3.8 1 4.0 4.0 

Agreement between the two estimated values and experiment is seen to 
be good, bearing in mind the aoouraoy of the experimental data. 

Ref. 4 gives a semi-empirical method of estimating the normal force 
and pitching moment at high mncidenoe, the variation of Cz and Cm being 
assumed to be of the form 

(-CZ) = (- 2) sina cosa + P, E2 sin2a 
a=0 

sins cosa - G , G (2) 

where F, and G, are based on Allen's cross-flow theory 

and F2 and G2 are empirical constants. 

Figs. 4, 5 and 8 show that the agreement with experiment is reasonably 
good, any differences being within the limits of aoouracy claimed for the 
method. However, the different shapes of theC.E/!/a Curves (Fig. 8) suggests 
that the theory is not baaed on a true picture of the actual physioal flow. 

The variation of zero-lift drag with Reynolds number is shown in 
Figs. 9(a) and (b). For the two bodies Dla and B,b, excellent agreement 
is obtained with estimates made assuming turbulent flow from the body nose, 
the skm friction contribution being derived from Ref. 5 and the wave drag 
from Ref. 3. The wave drag contribution is estimated at 0.083 for body 
Bla and 0.033 fm B,b. 

Fig. IO shows that the axial force, -CX, increases with increasing 
incidence, becoming about 541 higher than its zero incidence value by 20' 
incidence. However this large change in -CX 1s not so significant when 
the drag coefficient CD related to stability axes is considered. Thus if, 
at 20' incidence, -Cx was assumed equal to its zero inoidenoe value, the 
error in CD would amount to only about 5~. 
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4.2 Wing and bode 

4.2.1 Longitudinal and drag chsraoteristics - 

Cz and Cm for the various wing-body oombinations are shownin 
Figs. 6 and 7 plotted against inoidenoe. Only the values at zero side- 
slip are presented, as it was found that sideslip angles up to 10' had 
a negligible effect on these coefficients. It is seen that -Cz and C 
beoome non-linear only above about IO0 incidence, and that, even at 20' 
incidence, the magnitude of the non-linearity amounts to only shout 10% 
or less. Because Cz is based on body cross-seotional area, -CR decreases 
with increasing wing aspeot ratio, If Cz were based on exposed wing srea 

dCZ 
the reverse would be true, the values of -da at low inoidenoe, for 
example, being 1.32, 1.42, and 1.51 forlY,BIa, 821),a and W3B,. respeatively. 
Increasing the fineness ratio of the nose has little effect on CR but 
inoreases the stability slightly. The oentre of pressure variation with 
inoidenoe is small for sJ.1 configurations, 
with wing W, (Fig. 8). 

the smallest variation being 
The oentre of pesoure is very close to the 

oentroid of the plan area for W,,B,a and W,Blb, but is up to -',a further 
aft than the oentroid for P2B,a and PI B 3 la' 

Comparison of experiment with theoretical Rredictions for the low 
incidence ohsraoteristics gives the following: 

The theorefioalvalues given were derived using the linear theory 
of Ref. 6 for the wing alone, Rer. 3 for the body and Ref. 7 for the 
wing-body interference factors. Agreement between theory and experiment 

aCZ 
is seen to be good, the largest error in x occurring with the wing 
which has a sonic leading edge (W,) and amounting to @. This is well 
within the +10/i claimed for the method7. 'The estimated centre of 
pressure position is 0.2d behind the measured position for all 
configurations. This is consistent with Ref. 7 where comparison with 
experiment showed the estimated values to be generslly too far aft by 
about O.cO9 body lengtn (O.lZd). As Cz and Cm are reasonably linear 
with incidence, (Figs. 6 and 7), the oalculated slopes at low inoidenoe 
can be used to give a good measure of these quantities up to 20' incidence. 

The zero-lift drag variation with Reynolds number is shown in 
Fig. 9. The 'estimated' Curves shown were obtained by calculating a 
skin friction drag5 for wholly turbulent flow and adding a wave drag 
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contribution, invariant with Reynolds number, to give a best fit with the 
experimental data. It is seen that the trend of the results is consistent 
with this assumption of wholly turbulent flow, bearing ~.n mind the larger 
experimental errors at the lower Reynolds numbers (para. 3.2). The wing- 
body wave draos so obtained are tabulated below together with the body 
alone values ppara. 4.1). Also given are the wing contributions assuming 
that wing and body wave drags are additive. 

kng-body Body alone Wing wave drag 
wave drag wavedrag =(W+B)-B 

Bla '1 0.100 0.083 0.017 

Blb "I 0.056 0.033 0.023 

B1a "2 0.117 0.083 0.034 

Bla "3 0.115 0.083 0.032 

Of the theoretIca methods available for calculating wing or wing-body 
wave drags, only Randall's method'4 1s applicable to wings with sonic Or near 
sonic Leading edges. However aa both the possible experImenta errors and 
the errors in the estimation of skin friction drag are of about the same 
magnitude as the measured wing wave drag contribution, a comparison with this 
theory has not been felt to be particularly helpful and has therefore not 
been made. 

The increase in axial foroe with znozdence is shown in Fig. 1 for each 
2 configuration at zero sidesllp and maximum Reynolds number (32 x 10 ). At 

20° mcldence, the axial force has increased by about 50,? of its value at 
zero incidence. However, as was pointed out for the body alone results 
(para J+.l), this large change in -CX corresponds to only a small change 
(about 2 or 3$) s.n the value of CD at 20' inoldenoe, where CD is the drag 
coefficient related to stability axes. Hence good estimates of CD oan be 
made by assuming that -Cg is invariant with incidence. 

The effect of sideslip angle on the sero lrft axial force is shown in 
F1g. 11. At IO* sideslip the axial force has increased by about 0.04, or 
2ffp. As the corresponding value for the body alone (Pig. IO) is about 
0.015, the increase in wave drag of the yawed wings is evidently quite 
significant. The increase in -C with sideslip was found to become less 
as incidence lnoreased, so that a si 20' incidence the increment in CX had 
fallen from 0.04 to 0.025. 

Lift-drag ratios calculate 
% 

for stability sxes are shown in Fig. 12 
for a Reynolds number of 32 x 10 . ldaxlmum L/D occurs at about 5' incidence 
for all wing-body combinations, 
highest L/D vie. 5.7. 

the wing of smallest aspeot ratlo giving the 
This value is increased to 6.2 by fitting the more 

slender nose. These values of L/D are considered to be reasonably 
representative of full scale, as a Reynolds number of 32 x 106 corresponds to 
full scale conditions at 68,000 ft altitude on a vehicle 4 times model size. 

4.2.2 Lateral and direotiondl characteristlos 

Figs. 13, 14 and 15 show the side force and yawing moment derivatives, 
cy a-d Cn' and the side-force centre of pressure position plotted against 
inoidenoe for sideslip angles of 5' and IO'. Also shown are the body-alone 
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values as derived from the measured body normal force end pitohing moment. 
Thus the cffeotive incidence, cr, of the body due to combined inoidenoe 
a and sideslip p is given by 

sinu = 00s~ (tan's + .3in2p)+ 

and if '(7% and Cm are the body normal force and pitohing moment at 
incidence U 

cy = C z sinp/sina 

cn = - Cm sing/sins 

As the wings are centrally positioned on the body, little interference 
between the wing and body might be expeoted at zero incidence, and this is 
seen to be the case for sl.1 configurations, the measured Cy and Cn being in 
excellent agreement with the body alone values. This agreement in fact 
continues to be good over the full incidenoe range for configurations 
v'2B1a and V3Bia. However the larger chord wing on configurations W,B,a 
and W,B,b seems to prevent the lateral foroe on the rear of the body from 
developing to its full extent and, in oonsequenoe, as incidence increases, 
-Cy becomes smaller than the body alone values and the side-foroe oentre- 
of pressure does not move so far aft. The magnitude of this wing 
interferenoe is many times smaller than would be predicted by the method 
of Bef. 8. In this referenoe, the assumption is made that the wing 
inhibits body viscous oross flow due to incidence along a body length 
equal to the wing root chord: hence over this region the side force and 
yawing moment arise only from g and not from the resolved components due 
to combined CL and p. The experimental results of Figs. 13-15 show no 
such inhibition of the body viscous cross flow for wings W2 and W3 and 
only a relatively small effect from wing W,. 

The induced rolling moment due to aideslip is shown in Fig, 16. 
It is seen that the rate of change of rolling moment with incidence 
decreases progressively with increasing inoidenoe, approaching zero 
for all configurations at about 20' incidence, 

i?or all the wings tested, the sweep of the leading edge of the 
forward wing is less than the sweep of the Mach line at p = 5' and above4 

Wing-alone theory" shows that - 2 at a = 0 and constant S begingto 
decrease rapidly as the leading edge of one panel becomes supersonio, and 
it would thus be expeoted that estimates based on slender body theory 

dC& would give values of - da that are too high. The table below shows 
this to be the ease, the values estimated from Refs. 9 and 10 being up 
to twice as high as the experimental values. Although no method is 
available for calculating the induced rolling moment on a non-slender 
wing-body combination, Ref. 11 gives a method for the wing alone. If 
it is assumed that the wing-body interference faotor is the same as for 

Q Schlieren shows that, although the leading edge of one panel of 
wing I is ahead of the Mach line, the bow shock is in faot still 
detached at both p = 5' and IO'. 
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slender wings 10 then the estimates shown m the last cclumns me obtamed. 
Although the agieement with experment is good in some cases, it is not 
consistently so. 

WIBla 
w2*1a 

"3% 

ace 
- d”(d) . 

Slender-body thecry Wing done 
values of 

Experiment Reference 9 Reference 10 R~&l~~~o~ 
frcmRef. 10 

p=5O p=lo” p=5O p=lo” p=5O p=lo" p=5O p=lo" 

4a.3 lo.3 8.5 15.4 10.2 %.I+ 7.6 11.6 

3.3 6.3 6.1 11.4 7.4 14.6 3.2 6.1 

2.9 5.5 b4 8.3 5.4 10.8 1.0 3.2 

&.2.3 Flm field arcund models 

Schlieren photographs were taken of the @odels at zero sideslip at 
various incidences, and typical photographs are shown lil Fig. 17. The 
distances from the horizontal plane of' symnetry to the body and wing shock 
waves and to the body vcrtxes were measured from these photographs and the 
results are shown in Figs. 18(a) and (b) for two longltudmal stataons, me 
at the body trailmg edge and the other at 3d upstream frcm this. It was 
found that the lccatlons of the bcdy bcw shcck agreed so veil with the 
predictions from the semi-empirical theory of Refs. 12 and 13 that it was 
not found possible to distinguish between the experimentA. and predicted 
curves in Fig. 18. 

Fcr a monostable rmssile whcse incadence variat~ns are predominantly 
positive, a rsmJet-engme-intake positicn can clearly be found below the 
body such that the body and wang shocks never enter the intake. However, 
if the rr;issiLe is to be b&cable and hence have equal and large positive 
and negatxve lncidencc rangts, Fig. 18 suggests that there will be a Frcblem 
in locating a rear-mounted. intake so as tc avow d the wing and body shccks snd 
yet be clear of the low stagnation pressure and 1~ Mach nunber region 
assoolated wb~ltn the body vortices. 

In further tests with these mcdels, It IS lntcnded to make a survey of 
the lmal Mach number, stagnation prassuro, and flow angularity around the 
mo3els so as tc detennlne suitable engzne mtake locations. 
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5 FURTIIEX WORK -- 

The models which form the basis of this report have also been tested 
3.n the 8 f’t tunnel over the Uach nwnber range from 1.3 to 2.8, and the 
results are being analysed. 

The next series of tests in the H.S.S.T. will be 

(i) flow surveys above and below body to determine suitable 
intake positions, 

(ii) flos surveys behind wirgs in region occupied by controls 
on B,aW,3 

(iii) control effectiveness studies on B,,W,. 

The complete programme of work for the H.S.S.T. and 8 ft tunnels is 
detailed in Ref. 1. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Tests have been made at a Mach number of 4 on two bodies of circular 
cross section and of fineness ratio 13, having ogival noses of length jd 
and 5d respectively, and on these bodies combined with delta wings of 
aspeot ratios 0.83, 1.03 and 1.24. 'The wing span of all oombinationa 
was 5d. The main results from these tests and from comparisons with 
theory are as follows: 

(I) The normal fcroe and pitching moment for all wing-body combinations 
tested is reasonably linear up to 20° incidence, and the centre of 
pressure position moves by only about $d or less over this inoidenoe 
range. The smallest centre of pressure movement is with the wing of 
smallest aspect ratio (i.e. largest root chord). 

(2) Calculated values of normal force and centre of pressure position 
near zero lift agree well with experiment, and, because of the small 
non-linearities, give a good approximation to the experimental values 
over the whole incidenoe range. 

(3) Maximum lift-drag ratio occurs at about 5' incidenoe and is largest 
for the wing of smallest aspect ratio, this arrangement giving 5.7 with the 
3d nose and 6.2 with the $3 ogival nose. 

(4) At zero incidence, the side force and yawing moments for the wing- 
body oombinations are in exoellent agreement with values obtained from the 
body alone normal force and pitohing moment, assuming no wing interferenoe. 
This agreement continues to be good over the full inoidenoe range for the 
smaller chord wings, but the wing of largest root chord (i.e. smallest 
aspect ratio) seems to prevent the lateral force on the rear of the body 
from developing to its full extent. 

(5) No satisfaotory method exists for predicting the rolling moment 
due to sideslip for wing-body combinations where the wing leading edge 
is SONO or near sonio. 

(6) The body alone normal foroe, centre of pessure position, and eero 
lift drag osn be adequately predicted from existing methods. 
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LIST OF SYMEOLS 

Unless otherwise stated, the body axes system shown in i%g. 1 has 
been used throughout. All moments are referred to a position at 7.6O&d 
from the body vertex, 

dC 
2 
da 

5n 

-cX 

cY 

-cz 

dCZ 
-zT 

a 

h 

x 

drag ooefficient (stability axes (Pig. I)) @.L 
qf a2 

rolling moment coefficient moms& Rolling 
q;d3 

slope of rolling moment coefficient versus incidence at a = 0 
and constant p (per radian) 

pitchzng moment coefficient P.wt --%.A. 
?5 a3 

94 

pitching moment coefficient slope for angle of incidence 
(per radian) 

yawing moment coefficient uiuit. 
qfa3 

Anal force axial force ooeffioient ---- 
q: a2 

Sxle force side force ooefficient -- 
q;d2 

Normal f oroe normal foroe ooeffioient --- 
2 d2 

94 

normal force ooeffioient slope for angle of Incidence 
(per rash) 

body diameter 

height above or below body centreline measured in body 
diameters 

lift/drag ratio for stability axes (Pig. I) 

free stream A&h number 

free stream dynamio pressure 

radius of nose at &stance x from body vertex 

free stream Reynolds number based on body overall length 

reference axes. For body axes, these are forward along the 
body axis, normal to the body and to starboard, and normal 
to the body and downwards, respectively. 

distance from body vertex to centre of pressure position 
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2. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

a 

9 

10 

LIST OF SYA'BOIS (Contd) 

angle of incidence (degrees) [a = tan-' (tanu cash)] 
sideslip sngle (degrees) [fi = sin-' (51110. smX)] 

angle between body axis and wind vector 

angle between plane containing bod,y axis and z axis and 
plane contalnlng body axis and wind vector 

wing leading edge sweepback angle. 
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FIG. 2. MODEL CONFIGURATIONS TESTED. 





FIG4. NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT FOR BODY ALONE. 

FIG. 5. PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT FOR 
BODY ALONE. 
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FIC.6. NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT VERSUS 
INCIDENCE FOR WING-BODY CONFIGURATIONS 

AT ZERO SIDESLIP. 
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FIG 17. 
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FIG. 18. LOCATION OF BODY VORTICES AND WING 
AND BODY SHOCKS. 

(a) AT BODY BASE. 
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04 AT 3 BOOY DIAS. UPSTREAM OF BODY BASE. 
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or circular sect,“” bodies of Ilneness ratlo 13 md delta a,“@ 01 aspect 
ratios 0.83, 1.03 and 1.24. The wing spa” or all comb,“atfo”S was 5 
body dlmeters. 

LIPC and pltchlng moment variations with lncldence were found to be 
reasonably lmear up CO 2@, which was the lmlt of the present tests. 
The h‘ghest lift drsg r”tlo w&s obtolned with the lw,est aspect ratlo 
wing. giving a fIgwe of 5.7 for a 3 calibre ogival nose on the body and 
6.2 for 0. 5 calibre nose. It ~la.9 found ti-at the [axe m mosent 
~hwc,cCteristi~~ Could I" general be predicted “deq”“tely from exlstlng 
theories. the m”,” exception being the rollil)g mment due to sideslip. 

of clrc”lm sectlo” bodies of fineness rat,” 13 ““d delta WI”&+ of aspect 
ratios 0.83, 1.03 and l.L?l+. The wing spa” of all comb,““t,o”s was 5 
hod,’ diameters. 

Lift md p,tch,“g moment v~~,at,ons with incidence “,ere found to be 
reasonably l,“eC”- up to 200, which wm the l,mt of the present tests. 
The highest lift drag rat,” was obtained with the lowest aspect ratio 
wing, glvlng 8 figure of 5.7 for B 3 calibre oglvnl nose on the body ““d 
6.2 for a 5 CBlitJm nose. It was found tMt the force md moment 
chWXt@r,sClcS could I” general be predicted tidequately from eX,St,“g 
Chearies, the ma,” exception being the rolling moment due to sldesllp. 
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of clrcula,’ ~ectlo” bodies of I,“e”ess rat,” 13 and delta wings 01 aspect 
ratios 0.83, 1.03 and 1.24. The wing spa” of all combinations was 5 
body diameters. 
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